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a compelling and revelatory new framework for setting and achieving your goals
from a psychologist on the cutting edge of motivational science carol dweck phd
author of mindset i don t know anyone who knows more than ayelet fishbach
about the psychology of goals i love this book and know you will too angela
duckworth author of grit a great deal of ink has been spilled on the subject of
motivating and influencing others but what happens when the person you most
want to influence is you setting and achieving goals for yourself at work at home
and in relationships is harder than it seems how do you know where to start how
do you carry on in the face of roadblocks and distractions how do you decide
which tasks and ambitions to prioritize when you re faced with more
responsibilities needs and desires than you can keep track of in get it done
psychologist and behavioural scientist ayelet fishbach presents a new theoretical
framework for self motivated action explaining how to identify the right goals
attack the middle problem battle temptations use the help of others around you
and so much more with fascinating research from the field of motivation science
and compelling stories of people who learned to motivate themselves get it done
illuminates invaluable strategies for pulling yourself in whatever direction you
want to go so you can achieve your goals while staying healthy clearheaded and
happy senator tom daschle s narrative of what went on behind the scenes in the
making of the new health care legislation delivers a powerful lesson in the
workings of american politics the evolution of health care reform was drawn out
frustrating and complicated but senator tom daschle is the ideal person to
recount the process his account will guide you through the entire story from the
earliest presidential campaign debates and his firsthand experiences in the
obama team through the battles on capitol hill to solve our most serious health
care problems not simply a book about policy daschle s narrative describes in
vivid detail how fragile the support in congress was at every step of the way as
well as the frantic efforts to design a rescue strategy before time ran out
combining his insights as a health care expert and his political expertise this is
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the inside story about how the new legislation came together from the
persistence of president obama to the subsequent efforts and counter efforts
within the senate and the house in daschle s hands this becomes a dramatic
personal story and a remarkable lesson in politics at the highest level don t wait
another day to live the life you deserve instead get it done while you re
depressed many people experience the hardships of depression and tend to
struggle with productivity this self help book offers you 50 strategies to break the
cycle of unproductivity and live the life you want to live join us in learning how to
overcome depression symptoms and take back your livelihood when facing
depression daily it can be tough to do day to day tasks without it seeming like a
giant chore you won t be able to change this by choosing to feel better but rather
by implementing strategies to create a daily structure inside the pages of this self
help book from dk books you will learn how to create creativity how to wait until
your work is complete before you judge it how to think like an athlete how to
know when your brain is lying to you and so many more strategies for keeping
your life on trackthis insightful book provides strategies to keep your life on track
these strategies are easy to follow and practical for anyone trying to live a more
productive life our second edition even includes strategies on how to manage
social media during depressive outbursts additionally it has scripts on how to
communicate with people in your life about your depression don t let depression
limit what you re capable of achieving it s time to be proud of yourself and your
abilities by getting things done while you are depressed there s nothing julie
subotky can t get done after all as the founder and ceo of a lifestyle management
and personal concierge company catering to the crème de la crème of new york
la and aspen she s used the fielding her fair share of formidable requests from
wealthy and time starved clients luckily now you don t need to be a rock star
socialite or millionaire to consider it done in this charming and unique book she
shares her secrets from for accomplishing hundreds of life s most bizarre off beat
and yet often inescapable tasks ranging from the unusual but useful to the
seemingly impossible to the annoying but necessary these include how to hire a
snake dancer for a party within 24 hours notice how to argue your way out of a
speeding ticket how to get a last minute table at an impossibly overbooked
restaurant how to find a reputable pet psychic how to get the best seat on an
airplane how to blow a date how to fix a hole in the wall how to get a wedding
dress shipped halfway across the world how to refuse a dare how to change a tire
how to make a citizen s arrest how to mix the perfect hangover cure and
countless more filled with practical tips hints and advice as well as hilarious
stories of near mishaps crazy wild goose chases and outrageous requests from
eccentric clients consider it done is sometimes zany often surprising and yet
always useful after all there may come a time when you actually need to know
how propose to someone in skywriting replace a matching spoon from your great
great great grandmother s antique silver set or simply make the perfect martini
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when that day comes this essential and completely one of a kind book will be
there to walk you through it don t wait another day to live the life you deserve
instead get it done while you re depressed do you find your energy to be at an all
time low do you struggle to get out of bed some days have you found yourself
losing interest in things that used to excite you then this book might be the book
for you inside the pages of this self help book you can find advice on altering your
mindset and adopting a more creative approach to life a step by step guide on
how to wait until your work is complete before you judge it tips and tricks on
thinking like an athlete and how this mindset can help change your life
fundamental strategies for keeping your life on track many people experience the
hardships of depression and tend to struggle with productivity during these
difficult times getting it done when you re depressed is a therapy book that offers
you 50 strategies to break the cycle of unproductivity and live a fuller life join us
in learning how to overcome depression symptoms and take back your livelihood
when facing depression daily it can be tough to do day to day tasks without it
seeming like a giant chore at dk we believe it s time to change that by
implementing strategies to create a daily structure tailored to your individual
needs we believe you can take back control of your mental health and live the life
you want the ground breaking strategies provided in this wellness book are easy
to follow and practical for anyone trying to live a more productive life at dk we
believe in the power of discovery so don t let depression limit what you re
capable of achieving it s time to be proud of yourself and your abilities and
discover how to get things done while you are depressed fancy a new and
improved you this new year this must have health book will help teach you how
to be happy approach life with a fresh perspective rewire your brain bring power
to your productivity and unleash your potential from nafta to nato from the wto to
the who a vast array of international regimes manages an astounding number of
regional and global problems yet the dynamics of these enormously influential
bodies are barely understood scholars have scrutinized international regimes but
that scrutiny has been narrowly focused on questions of regime formation and
regime compliance remarkably little attention has been paid to the crucial
question of how regimes sustain themselves and evolve this pioneering work sets
about correcting that neglect as its title suggests getting it done explores how
international regimes accomplish their goals goals that constantly shift as
problems change and the power of member states shifts in a series of
conceptually bold opening chapters the volume editors emphasize that successful
evolution depends above all on a process of continuous negotiation domestic as
well as international in which norms principles and rules are modified as
circumstances and interests change the second part of the volume takes this
framework and applies it to four case studies two regional two global each case
study presents the aims achievements and structure of a regime and
demonstrates how it adjusts its course through negotiation a final chapter draws
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both theoretical and practical lessons for the future organized and artist don t
usually go together creative types are more often seen as sensitive melodramatic
eccentric misunderstood and the like to those who have been labeled in this way
sam bennett says congratulations you re an artist and through the organized
artist company she has coached hundreds of artists to overcome procrastination
lack of focus and time sucking habits so that they can get their art done and out
into the world bennett explains why procrastination is genius in disguise and then
prescribes dozens of wonderfully revelatory exercises such as making a my
heroes list and could do lists because bennett finds to do lists too dictatorial each
of which requires only a fifteen minute commitment she gives readers practical
real world tips such as how to recognize who they should not talk to about their
projects and when research has created analysis paralysis each of the tools she
offers shifts the reader s thinking and prompts the kind of insights that have the
power to turn underperforming geniuses into accomplished artists if you work
hard to get it done this book is for you in this collection of articles from the
project management institute s award winning pm network magazine
practitioners from around the world share how they get things done and how they
take their careers to where they want to go their advice does not just center on
the technical aspects of project management the articles also cover leadership
issues as well as strategic and business management all three legs of the pmi
talent triangletm a symbol for what employers are looking for when hiring project
management talent within this book you will find inspiring stories that vividly
demonstrate the value of your profession if you are considering project
management as a career the close up looks at the types of challenges project
managers face every day will give you new perspectives previously published as
part of get it done guy s 9 steps to work less and do more millions of people
already benefit from the innovative time saving tips that stever robbins dispenses
each week in his 1 ranked get it done guy podcast now he s compiled the 3 most
common bad habits that hold people back from becoming successful in this mini
ebook stever not only shares with you what those 3 bad habits are but proven
and simple ways to break them written in the uniquely humorous style stever is
known for get it done guy s 3 bad habits successful people break will help you
break the bad habits slowing you down and holding you back work less and do
more and become successful quickly and easily get it done overcoming
procrastination and taking charge of your life is the definitive guide to achieving
your goals and beating procrastination once and for all this comprehensive and
easy to follow book provides practical tools techniques and strategies that will
help you to identify the root causes of your procrastination create an effective
action plan and develop the focus and discipline you need to get things done
written by kizzi nkwocha creator of business game changer magazine money and
finance and the property investor get it done is filled with inspiring stories
practical advice and step by step exercises that will help you to stay motivated
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and focused on your goals even when faced with challenging circumstances
whether you re a student a professional an entrepreneur or simply someone who
struggles with procrastination this book will empower you to take control of your
life and achieve the success you ve always dreamed of so if you re tired of
putting off your dreams and goals and you re ready to take charge of your life
then get it done is the book for you with this book as your guide you can break
free from the cycle of procrastination and start living your best life today pursuing
a dream is hard work but the right words delivered at the right time by people
who ve been there and done that can give us just the motivation we need the
right words can rekindle our enthusiasm re energize our efforts dispel doubt let
us know we re not alone and show us that the fight is worth it and winnable
kathryn and ross petras are masters at choosing and delivering just the right
words their books such as age doesn t matter unless you re a cheese and dance
first think later and bestselling calendar the 365 stupidest things ever said have
over 5 2 million copies in print now comes a book for dreamers and doers plus
writers entrepreneurs graduates artists future movers and shakers collecting the
hard won brilliantly expressed advice from pioneers who have paved the way
including everyone from rumi to steve jobs michelangelo to oprah to tina fey it
always seems impossible until it s done is like a rousing locker room speech
inspiring courage commitment and perseverance i ve missed more than 9 000
shots in my career i ve lost almost 300 games 26 times i ve been trusted to take
the game winning shot and missed i ve failed over and over and over again in my
life and that is why i succeed michael jordan go for it baby life ain t no dress
rehearsal tallulah bankhead perfection is like chasing the horizon keep moving
neil gaiman if you aren t in over your head how do you know how tall you are t s
eliot it always seems impossible until it s done nelson mandela want to conquer
your e mail inbox once and for all need help getting organized and staying
focused start reading millions of people already benefit from the innovative time
saving tips that stever robbins dispenses each week in his 1 ranked get it done
guy podcast now he s come up with a 9 step plan to transform even the most
overwhelmed into an overachiever you will learn to beat procrastination by speed
dating your tasks you ll face anything if it s just for three minutes schedule small
finite periods of time for those tasks that seem too overwhelming to get started
on give your technology a performance review our smart phones pdas and
computers often make less work in one area while making much more work in
others review your technology to make sure it s delivering on its promise cut out
the small talk small talk builds superficial relationships which is a grand waste of
time ask better questions to make instant connections that ll benefit you for
years to come written in the uniquely humorous style stever is known for get it
done guy s 9 steps to work less and do more will help you break the bad habits
slowing you down and holding you back work less and do more your free time is
waiting list of members in each volume vols 1 26 include a supplement the
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university pulpit vols 1 26 no 1 661 which has separate pagination but is indexed
in the main vol containing cases decided by the supreme court of pennsylvania
are you working hard at writing without getting satisfying results avoid blocks
write more in less time and engage each of your four writing energies with write
more stress less from getting ideas to getting it done whether you write on the
job or to express yourself you ll discover how to successfully engage each of your
four writing energies with this book s self tests organizers and journal exercises
this text covers the work of 14th century franciscan andrew of neufchateau it
presents a selection of arguments prevalent during the medieval period for and
against an ethics of divine commands and andrew s own theory of divine
command voluntaristic in nature emphasizing divine liberty primer for the
consumer the basic foods a close up of specialities sane alternatives



Get it Done 2022-01-04 a compelling and revelatory new framework for setting
and achieving your goals from a psychologist on the cutting edge of motivational
science carol dweck phd author of mindset i don t know anyone who knows more
than ayelet fishbach about the psychology of goals i love this book and know you
will too angela duckworth author of grit a great deal of ink has been spilled on the
subject of motivating and influencing others but what happens when the person
you most want to influence is you setting and achieving goals for yourself at work
at home and in relationships is harder than it seems how do you know where to
start how do you carry on in the face of roadblocks and distractions how do you
decide which tasks and ambitions to prioritize when you re faced with more
responsibilities needs and desires than you can keep track of in get it done
psychologist and behavioural scientist ayelet fishbach presents a new theoretical
framework for self motivated action explaining how to identify the right goals
attack the middle problem battle temptations use the help of others around you
and so much more with fascinating research from the field of motivation science
and compelling stories of people who learned to motivate themselves get it done
illuminates invaluable strategies for pulling yourself in whatever direction you
want to go so you can achieve your goals while staying healthy clearheaded and
happy
Getting It Done 2010-10-12 senator tom daschle s narrative of what went on
behind the scenes in the making of the new health care legislation delivers a
powerful lesson in the workings of american politics the evolution of health care
reform was drawn out frustrating and complicated but senator tom daschle is the
ideal person to recount the process his account will guide you through the entire
story from the earliest presidential campaign debates and his firsthand
experiences in the obama team through the battles on capitol hill to solve our
most serious health care problems not simply a book about policy daschle s
narrative describes in vivid detail how fragile the support in congress was at
every step of the way as well as the frantic efforts to design a rescue strategy
before time ran out combining his insights as a health care expert and his
political expertise this is the inside story about how the new legislation came
together from the persistence of president obama to the subsequent efforts and
counter efforts within the senate and the house in daschle s hands this becomes
a dramatic personal story and a remarkable lesson in politics at the highest level
Getting It Done When You're Depressed, 2E 2021-01-12 don t wait another day to
live the life you deserve instead get it done while you re depressed many people
experience the hardships of depression and tend to struggle with productivity this
self help book offers you 50 strategies to break the cycle of unproductivity and
live the life you want to live join us in learning how to overcome depression
symptoms and take back your livelihood when facing depression daily it can be
tough to do day to day tasks without it seeming like a giant chore you won t be
able to change this by choosing to feel better but rather by implementing



strategies to create a daily structure inside the pages of this self help book from
dk books you will learn how to create creativity how to wait until your work is
complete before you judge it how to think like an athlete how to know when your
brain is lying to you and so many more strategies for keeping your life on
trackthis insightful book provides strategies to keep your life on track these
strategies are easy to follow and practical for anyone trying to live a more
productive life our second edition even includes strategies on how to manage
social media during depressive outbursts additionally it has scripts on how to
communicate with people in your life about your depression don t let depression
limit what you re capable of achieving it s time to be proud of yourself and your
abilities by getting things done while you are depressed
Consider It Done 2011-02-01 there s nothing julie subotky can t get done after
all as the founder and ceo of a lifestyle management and personal concierge
company catering to the crème de la crème of new york la and aspen she s used
the fielding her fair share of formidable requests from wealthy and time starved
clients luckily now you don t need to be a rock star socialite or millionaire to
consider it done in this charming and unique book she shares her secrets from for
accomplishing hundreds of life s most bizarre off beat and yet often inescapable
tasks ranging from the unusual but useful to the seemingly impossible to the
annoying but necessary these include how to hire a snake dancer for a party
within 24 hours notice how to argue your way out of a speeding ticket how to get
a last minute table at an impossibly overbooked restaurant how to find a
reputable pet psychic how to get the best seat on an airplane how to blow a date
how to fix a hole in the wall how to get a wedding dress shipped halfway across
the world how to refuse a dare how to change a tire how to make a citizen s
arrest how to mix the perfect hangover cure and countless more filled with
practical tips hints and advice as well as hilarious stories of near mishaps crazy
wild goose chases and outrageous requests from eccentric clients consider it
done is sometimes zany often surprising and yet always useful after all there may
come a time when you actually need to know how propose to someone in
skywriting replace a matching spoon from your great great great grandmother s
antique silver set or simply make the perfect martini when that day comes this
essential and completely one of a kind book will be there to walk you through it
Getting It Done When You're Depressed, Second Edition 2021-01-12 don t
wait another day to live the life you deserve instead get it done while you re
depressed do you find your energy to be at an all time low do you struggle to get
out of bed some days have you found yourself losing interest in things that used
to excite you then this book might be the book for you inside the pages of this
self help book you can find advice on altering your mindset and adopting a more
creative approach to life a step by step guide on how to wait until your work is
complete before you judge it tips and tricks on thinking like an athlete and how
this mindset can help change your life fundamental strategies for keeping your



life on track many people experience the hardships of depression and tend to
struggle with productivity during these difficult times getting it done when you re
depressed is a therapy book that offers you 50 strategies to break the cycle of
unproductivity and live a fuller life join us in learning how to overcome depression
symptoms and take back your livelihood when facing depression daily it can be
tough to do day to day tasks without it seeming like a giant chore at dk we
believe it s time to change that by implementing strategies to create a daily
structure tailored to your individual needs we believe you can take back control
of your mental health and live the life you want the ground breaking strategies
provided in this wellness book are easy to follow and practical for anyone trying
to live a more productive life at dk we believe in the power of discovery so don t
let depression limit what you re capable of achieving it s time to be proud of
yourself and your abilities and discover how to get things done while you are
depressed fancy a new and improved you this new year this must have health
book will help teach you how to be happy approach life with a fresh perspective
rewire your brain bring power to your productivity and unleash your potential
Getting it Done 2003 from nafta to nato from the wto to the who a vast array of
international regimes manages an astounding number of regional and global
problems yet the dynamics of these enormously influential bodies are barely
understood scholars have scrutinized international regimes but that scrutiny has
been narrowly focused on questions of regime formation and regime compliance
remarkably little attention has been paid to the crucial question of how regimes
sustain themselves and evolve this pioneering work sets about correcting that
neglect as its title suggests getting it done explores how international regimes
accomplish their goals goals that constantly shift as problems change and the
power of member states shifts in a series of conceptually bold opening chapters
the volume editors emphasize that successful evolution depends above all on a
process of continuous negotiation domestic as well as international in which
norms principles and rules are modified as circumstances and interests change
the second part of the volume takes this framework and applies it to four case
studies two regional two global each case study presents the aims achievements
and structure of a regime and demonstrates how it adjusts its course through
negotiation a final chapter draws both theoretical and practical lessons for the
future
Get It Done 2014-01-15 organized and artist don t usually go together creative
types are more often seen as sensitive melodramatic eccentric misunderstood
and the like to those who have been labeled in this way sam bennett says
congratulations you re an artist and through the organized artist company she
has coached hundreds of artists to overcome procrastination lack of focus and
time sucking habits so that they can get their art done and out into the world
bennett explains why procrastination is genius in disguise and then prescribes
dozens of wonderfully revelatory exercises such as making a my heroes list and



could do lists because bennett finds to do lists too dictatorial each of which
requires only a fifteen minute commitment she gives readers practical real world
tips such as how to recognize who they should not talk to about their projects and
when research has created analysis paralysis each of the tools she offers shifts
the reader s thinking and prompts the kind of insights that have the power to turn
underperforming geniuses into accomplished artists
Getting It Done 2016-05-01 if you work hard to get it done this book is for you in
this collection of articles from the project management institute s award winning
pm network magazine practitioners from around the world share how they get
things done and how they take their careers to where they want to go their
advice does not just center on the technical aspects of project management the
articles also cover leadership issues as well as strategic and business
management all three legs of the pmi talent triangletm a symbol for what
employers are looking for when hiring project management talent within this
book you will find inspiring stories that vividly demonstrate the value of your
profession if you are considering project management as a career the close up
looks at the types of challenges project managers face every day will give you
new perspectives
Get-it-Done Guy's 3 Bad Habits Successful People Break 2011-08-02
previously published as part of get it done guy s 9 steps to work less and do more
millions of people already benefit from the innovative time saving tips that stever
robbins dispenses each week in his 1 ranked get it done guy podcast now he s
compiled the 3 most common bad habits that hold people back from becoming
successful in this mini ebook stever not only shares with you what those 3 bad
habits are but proven and simple ways to break them written in the uniquely
humorous style stever is known for get it done guy s 3 bad habits successful
people break will help you break the bad habits slowing you down and holding
you back work less and do more and become successful quickly and easily
Christianity; what is It? and what Has it Done?. 1868 get it done overcoming
procrastination and taking charge of your life is the definitive guide to achieving
your goals and beating procrastination once and for all this comprehensive and
easy to follow book provides practical tools techniques and strategies that will
help you to identify the root causes of your procrastination create an effective
action plan and develop the focus and discipline you need to get things done
written by kizzi nkwocha creator of business game changer magazine money and
finance and the property investor get it done is filled with inspiring stories
practical advice and step by step exercises that will help you to stay motivated
and focused on your goals even when faced with challenging circumstances
whether you re a student a professional an entrepreneur or simply someone who
struggles with procrastination this book will empower you to take control of your
life and achieve the success you ve always dreamed of so if you re tired of
putting off your dreams and goals and you re ready to take charge of your life



then get it done is the book for you with this book as your guide you can break
free from the cycle of procrastination and start living your best life today
Get It Done: Overcoming Procrastination and Taking Charge of Your Life
1840 pursuing a dream is hard work but the right words delivered at the right
time by people who ve been there and done that can give us just the motivation
we need the right words can rekindle our enthusiasm re energize our efforts
dispel doubt let us know we re not alone and show us that the fight is worth it
and winnable kathryn and ross petras are masters at choosing and delivering just
the right words their books such as age doesn t matter unless you re a cheese
and dance first think later and bestselling calendar the 365 stupidest things ever
said have over 5 2 million copies in print now comes a book for dreamers and
doers plus writers entrepreneurs graduates artists future movers and shakers
collecting the hard won brilliantly expressed advice from pioneers who have
paved the way including everyone from rumi to steve jobs michelangelo to oprah
to tina fey it always seems impossible until it s done is like a rousing locker room
speech inspiring courage commitment and perseverance i ve missed more than 9
000 shots in my career i ve lost almost 300 games 26 times i ve been trusted to
take the game winning shot and missed i ve failed over and over and over again
in my life and that is why i succeed michael jordan go for it baby life ain t no
dress rehearsal tallulah bankhead perfection is like chasing the horizon keep
moving neil gaiman if you aren t in over your head how do you know how tall you
are t s eliot it always seems impossible until it s done nelson mandela
The history of the university of Cambridge, and of Waltham abbey
2014-04-22 want to conquer your e mail inbox once and for all need help getting
organized and staying focused start reading millions of people already benefit
from the innovative time saving tips that stever robbins dispenses each week in
his 1 ranked get it done guy podcast now he s come up with a 9 step plan to
transform even the most overwhelmed into an overachiever you will learn to beat
procrastination by speed dating your tasks you ll face anything if it s just for three
minutes schedule small finite periods of time for those tasks that seem too
overwhelming to get started on give your technology a performance review our
smart phones pdas and computers often make less work in one area while
making much more work in others review your technology to make sure it s
delivering on its promise cut out the small talk small talk builds superficial
relationships which is a grand waste of time ask better questions to make instant
connections that ll benefit you for years to come written in the uniquely
humorous style stever is known for get it done guy s 9 steps to work less and do
more will help you break the bad habits slowing you down and holding you back
work less and do more your free time is waiting
"It Always Seems Impossible Until It's Done." 2010-09-14 list of members in each
volume
Get-It-Done Guy's 9 Steps to Work Less and Do More 1897 vols 1 26



include a supplement the university pulpit vols 1 26 no 1 661 which has separate
pagination but is indexed in the main vol
The American Journal of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children 1896
containing cases decided by the supreme court of pennsylvania
Transactions of the Minnesota State Medical Association 1873 are you working
hard at writing without getting satisfying results avoid blocks write more in less
time and engage each of your four writing energies with write more stress less
from getting ideas to getting it done whether you write on the job or to express
yourself you ll discover how to successfully engage each of your four writing
energies with this book s self tests organizers and journal exercises
Fraser's Magazine for Town and Country 1968 this text covers the work of
14th century franciscan andrew of neufchateau it presents a selection of
arguments prevalent during the medieval period for and against an ethics of
divine commands and andrew s own theory of divine command voluntaristic in
nature emphasizing divine liberty
Irish University Press Series of British Parliamentary Papers 1878 primer
for the consumer the basic foods a close up of specialities sane alternatives
Harper's New Monthly Magazine 1877
The Eclectic Magazine of Foreign Literature, Science, and Art 1882
Proceedings of the Institution of Municipal Engineers 1877
Eclectic Magazine 1888
Michigan School Moderator 1887
The Bankers' Magazine, and Statistical Register 1884
The Cambridge Review 1913
The Bioscope 1873
Pennsylvania State Reports 1877
The Literary World 1896
Armenian Massacres 1894
The Lancet 2010-10-28
Write More, Stress Less 1879
Library of Universal Knowledge 1875
English Mechanics and the World of Science 1895
American Gardening 1876
Journal of Horticulture, Cottage Gardener and Country Gentlemen 1997
Questions on an Ethics of Divine Commands 1931-06
The Parliamentary Debates (official Report). 1971
Consumer Beware! Your Food and What's Been Done to it 1893
House Painting and Decorating ... 1889
A Homiletic Encyclopaedia of Illustrations in Theology and Morals
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